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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Modern is a privately owned and operated group of recycling and waste services
companies based in Lewiston, NY. Since it was founded in 1964, Modern has led the way
in providing municipal, commercial and industrial customers with a full range of
environmentally responsible services for managing waste. Now with over 500 employees,
Modern services much of Western New York to Southern Ontario. This sustainability plan
includes Modern’s primary United States based companies as described below.
Modern Disposal Services provides collection containers and operates a fleet of 220
vehicles to collect and haul municipal solid waste from residential, municipal, commercial,
institutional and industrial customers. Modern Disposal also operates a municipal solid
waste transfer station and two truck yards in Erie and Niagara Counties.
Modern Landfill annually disposes up to 815,000 tons of municipal solid waste in its
sanitary landfill located in the Town of Lewiston. Gas is extracted from the landfill and
piped to Aria Energy’s on-site power plant where it is used to generate electricity in a plant
with a 12 MW capacity. It also operates a municipal solid waste transfer station in the City
of Buffalo.
H2Gro Greenhouses grows over five million pounds of tomatoes per year without
pesticides or herbicides in a hydroponic system. Modern’s landfill gas to energy project
provides the electricity and heat for the greenhouse. Tomatoes are sold locally and
regionally for eight to nine months each year.
Buffalo Recycling Enterprises (BRE) processes up to 400 tons per day of mixed
recyclable material from residential and commercial waste generators.
Modern Recycling processes source-separated recyclable material from commercial waste
generators and provides transfer services for Niagara County residential recycling.
Modern Portable Toilets serves portable sanitation needs for special events and
construction sites.
Modern Signs and Graphics serves Modern’s in-house signs and graphics needs and
services outside customers too. Its services include container and vehicle lettering and
wraps as well as signs for buildings and grounds.
Modern Industrial Cleaning handles numerous cleaning applications including silos,
ducts, conveyors, dust collectors and precipitators. Crews are trained and certified for
confined entry situations and hazardous material handling.
Lewiston Trucking serves Modern’s bulk and long-haul transportation needs to add
efficiency in moving waste and recyclable materials.	
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SUSTAINABILITY SUMMARY
Mission: Modern’s mission is to provide innovative, responsible recycling and solid
waste management services combined with outstanding customer service.

Vision:

Modern will be the local leader in sustainable recycling and solid waste
management services.

Stakeholders:
Modern provides a broad range of services, which leads to a diverse set of stakeholders.
Our business decisions are influenced by the impact they will have on or the requirements
from the following stakeholders:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Municipalities
Large, strategic customers in municipal government, healthcare, education,
construction and manufacturing
Regulatory agencies including
o NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
o OSHA
o Department of Labor
o U.S. EPA
o DOT
Host communities (Village & Town of Lewiston, City of Buffalo)
Employees
Ownership

Overview:
Modern has long been “Dedicated to the Community. Committed to the Environment.”
Sustainability thinking has been a part of the culture from the beginning and is part of what
enabled Modern to grow from a simple, one-truck operation in 1964 to a diversified family
of companies with over two hundred vehicles on the road today.
Modern Landfill was an early adopter of double composite liner systems to protect the
surrounding environment and the first permitted in New York State to help alleviate the
state’s tire problem by recycling tires into an aggregate to replace stone in the landfill liner
system. In 2005 Modern was recognized for its innovative landfill gas to energy project,
receiving the Solid Waste Association of North America’s Gold Landfill Gas Utilization
Excellence Award and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation’s
Environmental Excellence Award. When organic materials break down in a landfill, gas is
produced. We extract the gas and pipe it to Aria Energy’s on-site power plant that converts
the gas to electricity and heat. Modern uses some of that electricity and heat to power and
heat its greenhouses. What was once a waste by-product of the landfill – gas – is now a
valuable resource: our prime example of sustainability thinking in action.
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H2Gro Greenhouses grow over 5 million pounds of tomatoes annually in a hydroponic
(soilless) system. The greenhouse uses ambient light, integrated pest management rather
than pesticides, recirculates water through a UV sterilizer system and gets it electricity and
heat from Modern Landfill’s gas to energy system. This system enables it to provide
locally-grown tomatoes to the Western New York and northeast regional markets over
eight months of the year, reducing the need to transport tomatoes from long distances,
which would increase the climate impact from the fuel used in transport.
Transportation of materials is a major function of our company and trucks are an important
part of our infrastructure for getting the job done. At Modern, we are constantly working to
reduce the energy use and environmental impact of our fleet. A significant portion of
Modern’s collection fleet now runs on compressed natural gas, reducing tailpipe emissions
and keeping neighborhoods quieter. We use routing software, GPS and GIS technology to
move our vehicles efficiently and safely.
Regulations governing operation and maintenance of collection vehicles and heavy
equipment have become stricter to reduce potential environmental contamination such as
oil and waste leaks. Modern has invested thousands of dollars in equipment and
established internal protocols to ensure collection vehicles are operated and maintained
according to all regulations, to minimize environmental impact and maximize safety.
Recycling and solid waste collection is a high-risk industry nationally. To mitigate that
risk, Modern enforces its own strong operating protocols, accident analysis, staff
professional development and staff recognition and awards for safe practices.
Modern has helped the WNY region increase its recycling rate with the introduction of
cart-based and single-stream recycling. The state-of-the-art technology used in single
stream processing allows people to mix all their recyclables together in one container,
improving efficiency of collection and hauling and improving convenience for waste
generators. This convenience, along with the added capacity of carts versus bins, engages
more people to recycle and to recycle a broader range of materials. All this has a positive
effect on the environment and creates jobs in our region.
We continue to expand service options to enable our customers to reduce their
environmental impact too. In 2011, Modern added a Recycling and Reuse Director to help
commercial and industrial customers recycle a broader range of materials, like shrink wrap
film, textiles, and bulk plastic. That same year a Sustainability Coordinator & Educator
position was created to provide educational support for its customers’ recycling programs.
Moving into the future, Modern will continue to use sustainability thinking to work toward
efficiency and safety in our operations and to continue to expand services that facilitate our
customers’ ability to achieve their own sustainability goals.	
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SUSTAINABILITY GOALS & INITIATIVES	
  
As a family-owned and operated company with over fifty years of success, sustainability
has always encompassed people, planet and profit at Modern. Attention to these three
elements is part of the culture. This plan highlights current practices that provide evidence
of implementation of these ideals and lays out the beginnings of a future path to ensure that
Modern’s dedication to its communities, commitment to the environment and profitability
continue long into the future.
As a waste management company, Modern impacts sustainability of the environment and
the Western New York region in two primary ways: through its own operations and
through the services it provides to customers that facilitate their ability to make progress
on their own sustainability goals. Both internal operations and services provided to others
will be discussed within the following core areas of sustainability:
•
•
•
•
•
•

	
  
	
  

Reduce Waste
Optimize Use of Energy & Materials
Reduce Pollution
Protect Waterways
Invest in Our Communities
Safety

Reduce Waste
With waste services as a primary part of our business, reducing and recycling waste is a
key element in Modern’s Sustainability Plan. Goals and Action Items set forth in this plan
fall into two categories: Internal Operations for actions that directly impact Modern’s
sustainability and Services for Customers that facilitate Modern’s customers achieving
their waste management sustainability goals. This categorization brings a focus and new
lens to management of our own waste while continuing our effort to provide progressive
waste management services to customers.
	
  
Internal Operations
As a waste services company, recycling has been an option for employees long before
many other companies in the region have had it. Yet the focus has been on providing
quality service for our customers without the same careful attention internally. To “walk
the talk” of best practices Modern can make changes to the containers and signage for
recycling and trash within our facilities. This will make recycling more clear for new staff,
increase participation and model best practices for waste reduction and recycling.
Mattresses are a challenge for disposal because they are bulky, taking up six times the
amount of landfill space as other municipal solid waste and the springs cause damage to
equipment. Over 90% of the material in mattresses is reclaimable but the process is labor
intensive and separation of mattresses from other wastes during collection and processing
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is often a limiting factor for recycling. Modern is actively collecting data about how it
handles mattresses and is seeking better long-term solutions.
When curbside recycling programs were started in the early 1990’s, glass was a stalwart of
the programs. Since that time, both the packaging industry and the recycling industry have
changed. Glass is now a much smaller portion of municipal solid waste and is much more
challenging to recycle in current recycling systems. Modern is actively seeking better ways
to handle glass.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Explore options to collect and process mattresses more sustainably.

•

Implement new recycling and waste collection containers and signs to facilitate
recycling in the office and break room areas.

•

Explore technologies and process changes that may improve recyclability of glass.

	
  
Services for Customers
As businesses and institutions develop and work toward achieving their sustainability goals
they often work toward expanding their recycling program and increasing engagement
with recycling. Modern supports these efforts by developing creative solutions and new
service options. As experts in the field of waste management we provide consultation and
education to help our customers identify their needs, track their progress and communicate
with their associates to ensure full participation. Waste audits and waste assessments
provide businesses and institutions with baseline data and recommendations to support
their decision-making with regards to recycling and waste management.
A national trend in recycling is to reduce and recycle organic materials, particularly food
scraps. These materials can be processed into compost for plant growth and erosion control
or processed for energy. Modern developed its own organics recycling program to support
the progressive commercial customers in our region who want to broaden their recycling
options. Current market conditions make this program challenging to sustain but Modern
continues to investigate options that will allow it to continue the service.
The WNY region has enjoyed a burst of construction in recent years. Modern developed
construction and demolition recycling to support those institutions and developers who
seek LEED certification for their buildings.
Trash is not generated just inside buildings. Our region hosts a plethora of festivals and
outside events that generate large amounts of solid waste. Modern has worked with several
events to build replicable recycling programs to reduce waste and increase recycling at
them. We will continue to find ways to make event recycling more affordable and efficient,
including programs that divert organic waste.
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Transportation is an important factor in the efficiency and environmental impact of waste
and recycling options. Modern is “greening” disposal for some large waste customers by
using remote compact monitors to more efficiently service the trash compactors when they
are full. This minimizes transportation miles, reducing carbon emissions associated with
transportation.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Develop additional tools and services to facilitate waste reduction and recycling for
Modern’s customers.

•

Explore options to make event recycling affordable and efficient.

•

Expand use of compactor monitor systems.

	
  
	
  

Reduce Pollution
As a solid waste management company, our core function is to reduce pollution through
proper disposal and recycling of solid waste. However, as in many operations, there is the
potential for pollution in the course of our work and as stewards of the environment we
work to minimize that potential.
In 2014 Modern installed a truck wash at its Model City headquarters that cleans its trucks
of debris from the landfill. Since inception, Modern has cleaned the streets near Modern
landfill to ensure they remain clear of debris from the collection vehicles. All Modern’s
transfer and processing sites follow strict protocols to minimize the amount of material that
is blown or scattered and to clean up material when it is scattered. Similarly, Modern
follows protocols that prevent waste leakage from its trucks and cleans up if material spills
while servicing its collection containers.
There are two primary ways Modern’s operations may impact air quality: dissipation of
gas off the landfill and maintenance and operation of its fleet of vehicles. Air quality
impacts at Modern Landfill are minimized through use of the gas collection system and
daily cover. To reduce emissions from its fleet, Modern’s largest potential source of air
emissions, it is converting diesel powered collection trucks to compressed natural gas
(CNG) trucks, as detailed more thoroughly in the Transportation section.
Investment in new technologies and adherence to strict protocols for vehicle maintenance
reduce pollution from the operation and maintenance of the vehicles. Similarly, Modern
Landfill maintains compliance with strict Title V Air Permit regulations that minimize air
impacts to the greatest reasonably achievable degree. Engineering management
implemented additional pollution prevention training for supervisors to ensure awareness
of best practices and applicable regulations. Modern has performed well on DEC and DOT
inspections and immediately takes corrective action if a violation is found.
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1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Identify and explore opportunities for further pollution prevention

•

Continue regular staff training updates for best practices and regulatory changes
related to pollution prevention

	
  
	
  

Protect Waterways
Preserving natural habitat, including water habitats, is an important part of environmental
sustainability. In 2014, Modern constructed an additional six acres of wetland habitat to
expand the existing wetland habitat constructed just east of its landfill. This habitat
benefits local wildlife and the surrounding ecosystem. A small parking area also benefits
the community, allowing visitors to observe the native plants and animals that comprise
the wetland ecosystem.
In an area rich in waterways with some of the world’s most recognized lakes, pollution
prevention is important. Recent changes tighten up stormwater and erosion control
regulations. Modern is implementing measures to stay in compliance.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Follow recommended protocols to ensure proper wetland habitat development and
minimize invasive species.

•

Implement new stormwater and erosion control measures and staff training to
ensure compliance with tightening regulations.

	
  
	
  

Optimize Use of Energy & Materials
Modern’s U.S. infrastructure includes sixteen buildings and a few small outbuildings at
seven locations, over 300 road and construction vehicles and industrial machinery. The
energy needed to operate the facilities, vehicles and equipment is one of the most
important factors to Modern’s sustainability and provides the greatest opportunity for
mitigating impact on the environment.
	
  
Buildings & Grounds
Modern has a long history of working toward efficiency. Its award-wining landfill gas to
electricity project has provided renewable energy to H2Gro Greenhouses since its
development in 2003. This system extracts gas from Modern Landfill and pipes it to
partner Aria Energy where it is converted into electricity and heat. Landfill gas to energy
has been recognized by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as a form of renewable
energy. The Aria Energy plant supplies renewable electricity to supply H2Gro
Greenhouses and to the grid. Heat exchangers on the power plant’s cooling systems
transfer heat energy across the street to heat the greenhouse.
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In addition to using a more sustainable form of energy production, Modern works to
reduce the energy loads within its other buildings. Actions taken in recent years include
energy audits, HVAC system adjustments to maximize efficiency and comfort, and
switching long-tube light fixtures to LED light bulbs.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Install LED bulbs in all outside light fixtures at the Modern corporate offices to replace
current bulbs.

	
  
Transportation
A diversity of trucks and construction vehicles are integral to Modern’s operations. A
typical diesel waste collection truck averages 2-4 mpg and travels 25,000 miles per year,
yielding a significant environmental impact in terms of energy use and tailpipe emissions.
In 2011 Modern committed to reducing the climate impact of its collection fleet by
replacing diesel collection trucks with compressed natural gas (CNG) trucks that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions up to 25% compared to diesel. In January 2012 its newly
installed CNG filling station was first used with 15 newly purchased CNG collection
trucks. Modern has continued to convert its collection fleet to CNG and expects to have 53
CNG trucks by the end of 2015.
Another means to reduce transportation related fuel use and emissions is to reduce miles
traveled. Modern has succeeded in reducing miles traveled through several means. Two
regional transfer stations and two truck depots enable Modern to more efficiently move
waste and recyclables to disposal and processing sites via bulk transport in trailer trucks
rather than collection trucks. Using multiple truck depots puts collection vehicles closer to
collection routes. Split body trucks are used on rural routes to facilitate collection of trash
and recycling with one truck rather than the extra miles of two trucks. Further efficiencies
in routing collection vehicles are achieved through use of routing software. Landfill
compactors and construction vehicles use global positioning software (GPS) to ensure
efficient operation.
Modern’s sales staff also drive many miles each year to visit customers and prospects. Its
main office building, which has included the sales offices, is not centrally located within
its service region. Moving the sales staff to a more centrally located building while still
providing workspace at the main office will reduce the number of miles the sales staff must
drive per customer interaction, further reducing transportation related energy use and
emissions. Work is already underway to develop office space for sales within an existing
Modern building in Buffalo. It is estimated this move could save 15,000 miles driven per
year per salesperson for the same amount of customer interactions.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Convert collection truck fleet to CNG as the existing trucks age out, at a rate of ten
per year and when needed to increase the fleet size.
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•

Move Modern’s Sales Department from its Lewiston headquarters to refurbished
office space at its existing facility on Elk Street in Buffalo by June 2015. This more
centrally located facility is expected to reduce miles driven by the sales force and
will provide more comfortable workspace for Modern’s growing staff at both
facilities.

	
  
Operations
Materials that Modern uses in largest quantities are the components of the landfill liner,
such as geotextiles, clay and stone. Modern sources these materials locally as much as
possible and in the past used recycled tires in lieu of stone to mitigate New York State’s
tire disposal problem. Another material used in large quantities by the company is paper.
We use 200 cases of paper per year for customer contracts and invoices, drivers’ route
sheets and work tickets, sales proposals and general office communications. With advances
in technology new options exist to replace paper communications with electronic
communication methods. Modern has begun implementing electronic communications for
sales functions, such as using an electronic contract approval system, to reduce paper use.
Additional mobile infrastructure and access for the sales team could further increase
efficiency and reduce their need to access Modern’s offices, thus reducing miles driven.
Modern Graphics services internal departments and external customers with signs and
banners for vehicles and buildings. Much of the material it uses is not recyclable, but
options are being explored for greener materials.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Reduce paper use by implementing electronic processes to replace printed material.

•

Graphics will begin to use more environmentally friendly materials

•

Explore the option of developing environmentally preferable purchasing policies

	
  
	
  

Invest in Our Communities
Dedication to our communities has long been part of Modern’s culture and we give back to
our communities and customers through event participation, in-kind donations and
educational outreach. For example, Modern participates each year in the Niagara Falls
Spring Cleanup, Lewiston Art Festival and Lewiston Peach Festival and Parade. We
provide in-kind donations of waste, recycling and portable toilet service for many events
throughout Western New York. In two communities Modern operates a recycling incentive
program that provides cash donations to public charities based on the amount the
community recycles.
Beginning in 2011 Modern strengthened its commitment to community by hiring a person
dedicated to providing recycling and sustainability education and another whose focus is
community relations. Outreach programs include presentations and lessons to community
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groups, scouts and school students as well as facility tours and educational articles
published in various media. Modern also regularly communicates direct to residents via
Facebook, webpage and mailers. Our single stream recycling video, demonstrating the
advanced technology sorting process, is available to the public on our web site. The
information we deliver encompasses more than just Modern’s services, including
important recycling requirements and opportunities such as textile and electronic waste
recycling events. Our educational programs often focus on changing behaviors to facilitate
greater participation in recycling.
Modern’s customers are local and most of its vendors are too. As a locally owned and
operated company, we fully appreciate the value in supporting other local businesses and
prioritize purchasing from our own customers and local businesses to keep our local
communities strong.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Update Modern’s website as a useful portal for information about proper recycling
and waste management and services to support it.

Continue to grow Modern’s audience on social media as a means to engage people in
recycling and proper waste management.	
  
	
  
	
  

Safety

According to U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, garbage collection has the highest fatality
rate among service professions, including firefighting, police and paramedics. Collection
crews are also at high risk for non-fatal accidents. In 2014, ninety-five percent of injuries
amongst Modern’s employees involved collection crews or truck drivers.
Modern works hard to reduce safety risks in all its operations. It does this through strict
adherence to standards for safety and environmental compliance, implementation of
technologies that reduce strain and accident risk for its staff and on-going staff professional
development. Modern has increased use of automatic and semi-automatic cart lift arms on
collection trucks to reduce the risks associated with heavy lifting and working on the
streets. Modern regularly holds “Toolbox Talks” with categories of associates to discuss
safety issues and best practices. When an accident or injury does occur, Modern conducts
an accident analysis to learn from it and apply the knowledge to improve safety in the
future.
Incentives and employee recognition is another important piece of Modern’s safety
program. Modern’s Annual Safety Recognition events recognize employees in front of
their peers for their exemplary safety records. Employees with perfect safety records
receive meaningful gifts at the event.
Some accidents are not preventable by Modern’s collection crews but could be preventable
with greater public awareness of the dangers collection crews face. The National Waste &
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Recycling Association developed a campaign to raise public awareness of the dangers
collection crews face when drivers do not slow down and give crews adequate space as
they perform their duties. Modern will include this “Slow down to get around” in its public
outreach materials to reduce risk from careless and distracted automobile drivers.
1-3 Year Goals include:
•

Reduce by 10% the number of accidents and injuries involving Modern employees
and associates.

	
  
	
  

CONCLUSION
With solid waste management at the core of what we do, we fully appreciate the
importance of managing waste responsibly to minimize negative effects on the
environment and support our communities.	
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